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Six groups of third-grade boys--three -predominintly
,

black, three white--were tested to explore three questions: whethet
visibility or proximity of microphones affeCts speefo. piodnction;

.

whether stereo recordings made from desk or wall-mounted microphones '.,

are as 'usable for linguistic analysis as monoaural recoidings made
from lavaliere microphones; and whether'ethnic groups react .c
differentil.y to the recording situation. Ih each school, one gioup was
recorded on lavaliere microphones; one by' visible wall microphones,
and one by hidden wall microphones. A panel of linguistS reviewed the
recordings and found no significant difference in the amount,of
casual speech produced, and no differences between blacks and whits.
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- ABSTRACT , .

The following three questions are addressed and answered (with

qualifications) in the negative: 1/
, -

.0 -.5...

1. Does ,the visibility'or proximity of microphones affeta the
.,

1:.-c '-

speech production of elementary school children?
,'..

1

2. Are stereophonic recordings made from desk or wallmooted

microphones as usable for the purposes of linguistic - analysis

as monoaural,recordings made from lavaliere micropho es?

Do different ethnic.groups react.differently to the-recording

I
. situation?

-, S
t S - 't
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ONOAURAL-SIEREO RECORDING COMPARISON,

/
In a previouss udy by Williams and Legum (1970) a technique of

recording the infeiMS1 speech of elementary school children was '

developed. It was found that the presence of an adult a group

of children inhibited the produCtion of casual screech, but that large

amounts of casual'speech could be recorded by simply placing 1pvaliel'e

4

microphones on children and leaving a group of them together with no

overt ult supervision. The lavaliere mierOphonet and cords did not

em to constrain the i-ange of topics or cause the children to use

nqpcasual speech patterns.' It is .possible, however, that children

. .

recorded'in a similar manner, but with more distantly placed

microphones, might be even more at ease. Hence we are, led to the

question: Does the visibility or proximity of microphones affect

the spech production of elementary school children?

-Since the purpose of the recordingt is to enable the linguistic

analysis of thp,speech of the children, the technical quality of the.

.
.

recordings'becomes dri'important question. . It is a well known fact

that the use of wall or desk mounted microphones has the advantage '

of avoiding 'ord noises,which occur when a speaker wearing a lavaliere

microphone moves. Unfortunately, wall and desk mounted microphones

.
1Ccaimentson the interview situation such as "I'm the broadcast man."

or "Hey,/,/ I'm on Candid Camera." octdrred in most group's. Comments such

as "That man co Id be listening to us:" were'generally discussed. energetically
for k brief peri il and.then ignored. numerous discussions of, teleVision

programs, were re orded. 'I.

3



areVgenerally farther from he speaker's mouth than are lavaliere
.

microphones and thus ha e the disadvantage of picking up more background

il
noise; This disadva tage can, in part, be offset by using stereophonic

. .e'

recording equipme A further complication with nonlavaliere recordings
. . .

is the'necessity of identifying each'speaker from a shared recording
.

,

rather*than h. i geachsppakeruniquelyassociated with a single audio

track on whi h.h voice is by far thellourdest and clearest'. It has

beencliime t a :this, problem is compensated in stereo recordings by

the repro uctib of spatial perceptions allowing the listener to place'

the sine ers ative to one another. Hence the question arises: Are

stereo t#tordin s' made f 'desk or wall mounted micro hone

usegbl e_purposes of linguistic analysis as monoaural recordings

made Aliere microphones?

/Futu studies will compare the speech of Black and White children

4
collecte ()der identical conditions. For this reason it is prudent to

ask: D Y Ifferent ethniegroups react differentially to the recording

Procddures

kree groups of third grade Black boys were chosen from a

Offirgantly Black elementary school in Los Angeles serving o4or

Ion which can be roughly classified as upper-lower class. Three

rouqt of third grade White boys were chosen from a predominant) ,White

effientary sch6o1 serving-a population which can be roughly classified
/ //

as lowdr-middle class. The schools were approximately five miles apart.

tech group of Black children and two of the groups,of White children ,.

corisis d of six.boys who were chosen by having the teacher choose a boy

she 'believed to be of low socioeconomic standing and theliallowing that

r
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boy to choose five of his classmates. The'third group of White children was

drawn from the same class as one of the othe,groups and'consisted of the

five remaining boys_who were present who had not been previously interviewed.

All of the other groups were from different classrooms. Two of the

A

groups from the predominantly White school contained one MexicanlAmerican

child and,one group contained a child of Cubanextrac_tion. One of the

groups from the predomi ack school conkned two Mexiban-AmerLcan,

children and the other two groUps were com entirely of Black children.

One grbup from each school was assi to each Of the three

recording conditions:
, -

a. Children wore lavaliere microphones and were recorded both

from the livaliere microphones and hidden wall microphones.

b. Children were recorded by wall mounted microphones which were

in plain sight.

c. Children were recorded by hidden'wall mounted 8

Microphones.-

The children were brought into the recording area which was inside a

converted delivery van and had all the recording dAvices except a small

fixed camera,and the microphones (as specified above) outof sight.2

In condition (a) the children were seated, the microphones were

placed on them and they were asked their names, ages, and

birthdates. Meanwhile a technician.in the rear compartment of

2Fora detailed description of the recording area see Figure'l, p.

of Williams, C. E., & Legum, S.,E., On recording samples of informal speech

from elementary school children. Technical Report No. 25; 1970, Southwest
RegiOnal Laboratory, The only difference is that the table .used in the,

earlier study was not included in the current study.

5
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the van started .the recorders and adjusted the recording levels

apprOpriately. In conditions (b) and (c) the children were simply

seated and asked to give their names, ages-, and birthdates. Next

the'interviewer explained that he was going to administer a test

but that it was 'necesary for him to go and obtain it. The children

were told that they could talk as much as they liked, and told not

to move around. The interviewer left and returned 45 minutes later

with a shOrt test. After taking the test, the children were returned

to their classes.

Results

A panel of linguists, vi-ewed the six video tapes and decided that:

a) Each of the three recording conditions elicited approximately

equal amounts of'casual speech from each group at each

,schoo1.3 It is possible that groups having no microphones

in sight.were slightly'more relaxed than the others and that

groups which found the wall microphones*(and did not have

the lavaliere microphones placed on themby the interviewer)

exhibited somewhat more overt concern with regards to their

situation than the other.groups. These effects do not appear,

.to.have a significant effect on the quality of speech = 4

Production. All groups except one (which did not notice the

camera) -spent a great deal of time discussing the potsibility

that they were.being-recorded.

3Exact word counts are not available; 4ptit is clear that the
amount of speech prOd,uced did.na differ markedly between groups.

- ,
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b,) There are no major racial differences arming Black and While

speakers' overt reaction's to the recording condition. in

particular, approximately equal amounts of casual speech

. were Produced by each - group regardless of race.3

Three phonological variables of high frequency were chosen for

the test of recording quality: (th)--spelled th and pronounced

/6/ or /6/ in standard English; (KD)--fiiial 'consonant clusters whose

second member is /t/ or id/ in standard English; and (0)--final

/t/ or /d/ when immediately preceded by a vowel. ;The first hundred

of each of these driables were identified on the transcript of one

of the boys from th Black group which had been recorded in both

mono and stereo. The specific pronunciation of each of these

instances was then transcribed (when possible) using the stereo .

a.
recording. The specific pronunciations were then transcribed using

the monoaural recording. The points of agreement and;d.isagreement

using the two recordings were noted (see Table 1).

TABLE 1

.
1 .

COMPARISON OF THE FIRST 100 INSTANCES OF EACH OF THREE VARIAOLES
TRANSCRIBED FROM MONOAURAL AND STEREO RECORDINGS /

. 'Percentages
(th) (KD) (VD) Overall , overall

Agreements between
.

,

_stereo and monoaural'
transcriptions

58 69 68. 195 '65%.

Disagreements between
stereo and monoaural
transcriptions

42 31 32 105 -35%

I

Totals 100 100 100 300 100%.



The .Overall'disagreement rate of 35% warrants further investigation.

We must ask:

1) .Are the- disagreements due to greater clarity ,of one recording-

playback system over another, or

2) Are some of the disagreements due to inherent audio reproduction ,

propefties of- the two recording- playback' systems such that one .

system is preferable for recording and transcribing some sound'

and the other system is preferable for recording and

transcribing other sou4s?

These questions'can be answered by looking at the nature of the

disagreements. FOr each of the three linguistic variables the greatest

number Of disayreementi were found among instances which were coded as

11Ih

"nontranscribable" on the-stereo recording and subsequently coded as

one or another specific phobetic realizationfrom .the monoaural

recording. By contrast, relatively few items were. not transcribable on

the monoaura4 recording which were transcribable:on the stereo recording

(see Table 2). .

TABLE 2
4

4 DISTRIBUTION OF DISAGREEMENTS BETWEEN STEREO AND- MONOAURAL
...TRANSCRIPTIONS

Nontranscribable on stereo.
transcribable on mono ,

,Nontranscribable on mono,

transcribable on stereo

. .

Disagreements transcribable
in both stereo and mono

Disagreements between stereo
and donoaurat transcriptions

(th) (KD) (VD) Overall

17 . 18 21 56

2 3 4 9

23 ^ 10 7 40
. r,

42 31 32 105

8
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,The transcribable disagredments for (th) occur mainly with
2

instances of voiced th. Onlys'two instances of voiceless th occur

among the transcribable dlisagreemepts for (th). One of these is a

case which was ambiguously coded as eithe(L fricative -'[e(] or an

affl'c-efe'[tO] on the stereo tape and was cleat-1y heard as a fricative

[0] on the monoaurar0 tape. The other instance'was coded ambiguously

as either a fricapive [0] or an affricate [fe] on the stereo tape and

coded ambiguously as either a .stop [t] or an affricate [t.0] on the

-monoaural tape. These two instances reflect-a perceived ambiguity on

the stereo recording the first of which is resolved from the donoaural

recording.and the second of which is also perceived ambiguously. The

p,

voiced instances of, the transcribable disagreements of () are charted

in Table 3.

'TABLE 3

VOICED INSTANCES OF TRANSCRIBARLE,D1SAGREEMENTS OF (0)4

6

Monbaural Transcription

do d '6 or db do or d

6 (18) 3 1 3 0

d6 2 (13) 2 9

0

d

c.

0 o (3) 1 0

g 6 or do .2 2 1 (9) 0 -
1-

d$ or d 0 1 0 (0),r ,

Items in parentheses constitute points of agreement and are
included for the sake of completeness.

4
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.,.... Assuming that the stereo transcriptions are correct these data
x,

.,'
.

--

weakly suggest that monoaul-ii recordings obscure fricatives, causing". -., .

a smaller proportion of [6] and [d6] to be transcribed than is jiistified.

Conversely, assuming that the monoaural transcriptions are correct,"

these data suggest that Stereo recordings lead to a somewhat smaller

proportion of [(lb] and [d] being transcribed than is warranted. For

r

the most part the transcribable disagreements are relatively evenly

spread OVer the class of alternative transcriptions. The effect

of such a distribution is to obscure the exact nature of the phenomena

.being studied; but there. is 'little danger that the overall outlines

0
1

of the (th) variable could be either completely hidden or hopelessly

'distorted.

Similarly, the Aransribab'le disagreements of the (KD) and (VD)

variables are more or less evenly distributed across the possible

transcriptions (see Tables 4 and 5). There is some clustering around

1items ending in glottal stop [?], but this is a frequent form, so.

-that the relative rate of disagreement is in every case close to that

of the relevant variable.

TABLE 4

TRANSCRIBABLE 'DISAGREEMENTS OF (KD)5

4
Monoaural Transcrptjon

% - Kt K? KO . KD

(4) 0 0 10

0 '4(17). 4 1

o 'r (23) 1

o 1 , = 2 (4)

. .

.51tetils in parentheses constitute points of agreement and are
includafOr the sake of cOmpleteness.

10
r

4
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TABLE 5

TRANSCRIBABLE DISAGREEMENTS OF- (VD)6

(9)
"\

o
0

6
CL

L
20 0L C

M
L 0'Tot

Monoaural Tr6nscription

0

0

,

r o1,1
r.

( 0 O. o

ric. (2) 0 0

0 1 (29) r_2

'0
0 'f2)

4,

Thus it Wapparent that the disagreements between'the twp
,

recording -playback systems are primarily due to a greater lack of .- .

'A '' c '. _.
.. SA

clarity off.stereo recordings `when recording children in g'roup's of fiivi ,-
_ -

0 : .:- -1:t

and six. Thls finding is corroborated by typists who have, transcribed:,-

the same material. from both stereo and monoaural recordings. They
0

report' that the'monoaJel recordings are simply easier, to hear. The

linguis$ who did 'the trabscrtiptiohs 'Shares-this -reaction. It should
t

a

be noted, however, that these problems with stereo",recordings would

4
.

probably be greatly iine,liorated by reducing tbe 'number-of speakers
..4-

talking at one time.

.
'S-I

.1 .-I
Fancies are due to inherent limitat4Onsof the recording equipment.

-,
---

. s .

1 f 4

The possibility remains that some of the transcriptioh discre-

T

6ltems in parentheness,constiOte poi 4s oPagreement and are
included for- the sake of completeness.

I

0
'
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,
. For instance, one rnstance Of a final [f] was-transcribed as such

P. c,"? 4 '
. fwm the stereo tape but transcribed as a final [0] from thsmOnoaural

= -.
....

,,
, c/- o *

tape. When the speaker was observed on tApe the occurrence
\

) of die [f] was confirmed. Whether or'nokt'this is Wgeneral phenomenon,
. (-.

-4.\

r .-. -' s .
..

with final [f] cAnhoNe Mated It is poss ible,fht the placement
e C

e L

Of the.lavaliere microphone behind the speaker's mouth entails

ohscuring,the difference between .[f] and CO], whereai the stereo
..

'recordingianotsufferfrceithistconstraint. _It would bAtell to
----) t

y
1_ .

,

. keep such pdtential limitations in mind,when planning a study.,
. .

I

,
1.

1

a
Discussqon , ry

. 4 1
r .

Three questions were addressed in th'e,current study:

9 1. ,Does ,the visibility or proximiity of microphones affect the

.

.: \ ..a.

.
-. sylech production of, elventary school children?

.,

a 2.
4

Are stereophonic recordings made from desk.or wall mounted

4

c

microphones as useable for the purposef linguistic

analysis'at mioaural recordings made from lavaliere

p

microphones?

3. Do qifferent ethnic groups,reaCI dIfferently, to .the

recording situation?

e cc .

For purposes of collecting casualspeech from children IA groups of.`
-i /

five Or six.the answer to 'all three qustiobi appears 'to 'be "no."

Microphone'visibility clearly has an.important effect on the
,

,

scontent of children!5 speech but appears not to have much effect, if

any, on the fbrm of the speech.c..Mevertheless in*order to provide,

a less aversive recording, context'it might be*wise to. Provide a:4.task

*for the children to do which allows and encourages informalspeech
.

. 7

4 ,
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Stereophonic recordings, while allowing amore flexible recording
L

situation,.do not provide as MuCh,useable information per unit of time ...
.

,

las\monOa'uraf recordings,when-workjng with groups" of five or larger.
.

The possibjlity exists, however, fW for a Ifngulstic information
P

microOliones Plaged in front of the mouth may prOvicde higher quality,

data thapjipaliere Microphones.

There is no reason to betieve that the ethnic groups studied

react differentially to the reCorepig situation.`;,

J.

(

f
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